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Abstract: Many kinds of spatial–temporal data collected by transportation systems, such as user
order systems or automated fare-collection (AFC) systems, can be discretized and converted into
time-series data. With the technique of time-series data mining, certain travel-demand patterns of
different areas in the city can be detected. This study proposes a data-mining model for understanding
the patterns and regularities of human activities in urban areas from spatiotemporal datasets. This
model uses a grid-based method to convert spatiotemporal point datasets into discretized temporal
sequences. Time-series analysis technique dynamic time warping (DTW) is then used to describe
the similarity between travel-demand sequences, while the clustering algorithm density-based spatial
clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN), based on modified DTW, is used to detect clusters
among the travel-demand samples. Four typical patterns are found, including balanced and unbalanced
cases. These findings can help to understand the land-use structure and commuting activities of a city.
The results indicate that the grid-based model and time-series analysis model developed in this study
can effectively uncover the spatiotemporal characteristics of travel demand from usage data in public
transportation systems.
Keywords: time-series; spatial–temporal data analysis; dynamic time warping; geographic grid;
transportation data mining

1. Introduction
Time-series analysis and pattern detection are important knowledge-discovery tasks [1]. Time-series
analysis is widely used in future forecast and control changes [2], such as investigating transport demands
corresponding to economic growth or gasoline prices from decade-based historical data [3–5], monitoring
and measuring the displacement of Earth’s surface or deforestation [6,7], or understanding the mobile
traffic of large-scale cellular networks [8]. Time-series clustering is a time-series analysis method and
a special type of clustering. Time-series clustering has been widely used in mining clustering distributions
of a time series. In such a process, the time series are grouped based on a certain similarity measure [9].
The technique of dynamic time warping (DTW) is proposed to measure the distance between time series.
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While first introduced and explored to apply in the area of speech recognition [10], the DTW algorithm
is now used in many areas, including handwriting and signature recognition [11,12], network-traffic
monitoring [13], human-gesture recognition [14], and protein-sequence alignment [15].
Time-series data are widely used in domains that involve temporal measurements. There are two
typical time-series data in the transportation field, the trajectory data that represent the mobility of moving
objects [16], and a monitoring log in a fixed area, such as traffic-flow data for a road section collected by
a fixed sensor, or the passenger flow of a metro station in over prolonged period. In trajectory data, each
element of the time series represents a spatial point with a corresponding timestamp, usually collected by
a Global Positioning System (GPS) device. With the wide spread of monitors and automated fare-collection
systems, public-transport operators have collected a mass of user-transaction data. User-generated data
can be transferred to time series, which provide the operators and planners with opportunities to learn
about the behaviors and travel patterns of transit users [17].
Bike-sharing systems (BSSs) based on GPS- and Internet-enabled devices have become popular
transportation infrastructures in cities in recent years. These systems are useful complements to traditional
public-transport services. It is necessary to comprehend the spatial–temporal characteristics of BSS travel
demands to optimize the operation and reduce the waste of bike and human resources. Zhou, X. [18]
investigated the spatiotemporal biking patterns in Chicago by analyzing docked BSS data. Positions of bike
check-in and check-out are discretized in docked BSS, while additional spatial discretizing steps are needed
when analyzing dockless BSS data. This study uses a grid-based method to discretize spatially continuous
dockless BSS data. Another difference between docked and dockless BSSs is that dock capacities are
limited, which could influence check-in and check-out behaviours of riders. For example, people may
give up using shared bikes because of empty docks or adjust their check-in positions because of full docks,
causing the problem of overdemand. Capacities are more flexible in dockless systems.
Some motivation mechanisms could be applied to encourage normal bike users to participate in the
operation of a bike-sharing system, for example, ‘bonus bikes’. Users can get some rewards after riding
a bonus bike, usually from and to specific areas. This mechanism can help reduce the accumulation of
bikes in some areas.
This study aims to develop a data-processing model that converts spatiotemporal-point datasets
into temporal sequences using a grid-based method and time-series data-mining technologies to uncover
the patterns and regularities of travel demands from data. This study uses a Lambert equal-area grid
to discretize the bike-sharing-system data into grids; then, travel demands in different city areas are
modeled as time-series data (i.e., flow sequences) in each grid cell. The time-series data-analysis methods
of dynamic time warping and density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) were
applied to find the typical travel-demand patterns in travel-demand data samples following Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Process of bike-sharing data-mining model.

2. Data and Study Area
We used BSS historical-order data in Beijing produced by the Beijing Mobike Technology Co., Ltd.
(Beijing, China), the owner and operator of the Mobike bicycle-sharing system. Mobike bicycles are
equipped with GPS- and cellular-enabled smart locks, allowing the operator to collect exact positions of
lock and unlock events. The user ID, bike ID, unlock/lock time, unlock/lock location, and total cycling
distance of every transaction in the Mobike BSS are recorded. These data were imported into a spatially
enabled PostgreSQL object-relational database with a PostGIS extension, where the coordinate values
were converted into spatially referenced geometries. Among the one-month user order data (October
2017) consists of 70.6 million orders, a total of 5.08 million individual users and 0.97 million bicycles were
identified. Considering the cost of computations, we used data from 23 October, Monday, to 27 October
2017, Friday, in the following data-mining processes.
The fields of the BSS order data are UserID, OrderID, BikeID, StartTime, StartPosition, EndTime,
EndPosition, TotalDistance, Gender, Age, RegCity (city code where the user registered). Each record in
the user order dataset could be modeled as two spatiotemporal events: Unlocking (origin of the trip) and
locking (destination of the trip), with spatial locations and corresponding timestamps.
The study area was the district inside the sixth Ring Road of Beijing, as shown in Figure 2 (The
algorithm to generating the grid and grid-cell-numbering schema is introduced in Section 3.1), which covers
several large commuting areas, most bus stops, almost all metro stations, and all major transportation
hubs.
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Figure 2. Study area and grid-cell-numbering schema.

3. Methodology
3.1. Spatial Discretization: Generation of Lambert Equal-area Grid
The grid-based method was applied to measure travel demand of the bicycle -sharing system. With
a grid covering the study area, every unlocking and locking event was allocated a grid cell. Once the order
records are allocated, the total number of trip-start and trip-end events could be calculated, as well as the
bicycle inflow, outflow, and net flow sequence of each grid cell.
The spatial reference system of the original data was WGS-84, in which each spatial point is
represented as latitudes and longitudes. To count the number of unlocking/locking events in each grid cell,
a projection method that makes little area distortion need to be applied. All map projections necessarily
create some distortion of shapes, distances, or areas [19]. The grids of this study were created using
Lambert cylindrical equal-area projection, which minimizes differences in areas between grid cells on the
true three-dimensional spheroid.
Assuming that the entire globe (180◦ W–180◦ E, 90◦ S–90◦ N) is covered by two cells at zoom level 0
(Figure 3b), each level 0 cell can be divided into four level 1 cells using the quadtree method. Every level l
grid cell can be divided into four level l + 1 grid cells.
The numbering schema of the Lambert equal-area grid is continuous for each level, as shown in
Figure 3a. The grid cell in the northwestern corner has (row ID, column ID) = (0, 0). With a given zoom
level l > 0 and (row ID, column ID), a Lambert grid cell can be created using Equation (1).
xmin = 360 × 2−(l +1) × j
xmax = 360 × 2−(l +1) × ( j + 1)
ymin = arcsin(1 − 2−(l −1) × (i + 1)) × 180/π
ymin = arcsin(1 − 2−(l −1) × i ) × 180/π

(1)
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where i and j are the row ID and column ID of the grid cell, and xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax are the longitudes or
latitudes of the boundaries of each cell as shown in Figure 3a.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Lambert equal-area grid. (a) Numbering schema; (b) level-0 grid.

The cell size of the grid should be small enough to indicate the spatial differences of demands between
different areas in Beijing, and large enough for statistical significance and acceptable computational cost.
We assume that the service radius of BSS is close to the average five-minute walking distance of adults,
that is, 402 m [20]. In addition, the cell size should be smaller than most cycling distances in order to
identify the origin-destinations of individual trips.
In this study, we created a level-15 Lambert equal-area grid (as shown in Figure 2) whose cell size
was approximately 470 × 504 m2 . The number of cells covering the study area was 9769, among which the
difference in area (on the true three-dimensional spheroid) caused by projection distortion between the
largest and the smallest cells was less than 0.013%, which is negligible in this study.
Given any position P( x, y) under the WGS-84 reference system and the level of tge Lambert grid,
the (row ID, column ID) of the grid cell to which P belongs can be calculated by Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1
can be derived from Equation (1). We compute the grid ID for each lock/unlock event in advance,
then build indices on these IDs and count the number of lock/unlock events in each grid cell.
Algorithm 1 Calculate grid ID of given position P( x, y) in Lambert equal-area grid.
Require:
Longitude x under WGS-84 reference system;
latitude y under WGS-84 reference system;
level of Lambert Grid l;
Ensure:
(c, r ) - Column ID and row ID of the grid cell (as shown in Figure 2) where position P belongs.
c = FLOOR(( x + 180.0)/180.0 × 2l )
r = FLOOR((1.0 − sin(y × π/180.0)) × 2l −1 )
return (c, r )
SQL Procedural Language PL/pgSQL with PostGIS extension support was used to create the grids,
to count lock and unlock events that happened in each cell, and to calculate the indices of each cell. With the
spatial discretization method proposed in this section, many spatiotemporal datasets, e.g., social-network
check-in datasets and mobile-network signaling datasets, can be discretized for further analysis.
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3.2. Temporal Discretization: Generation of Travel-Demand Sequence
To generate the inflow, outflow, and net flow sequence of the grid cells, the timestamps of lock
and unlock events were discretized into 1 h intervals. The time index of each event is represented as t.
For example, in the five-weekday study period, t = 0 represents (Monday 23 October 2017, 0:00–1:00),
while t = 119 represents (Friday 27 October 2017, 3:00–0:00).
The number of lock events (i.e., trip end) at time index t inside a grid cell is regarded as the inflow of
the cell, which is represented as Ic,t , where c is the grid ID of the cell. Similarly, the outflow of a grid cell
(i.e., the number of trips whose start positions are inside this cell) is represented as Oc,t . The net flow per
hour of a cell Nc,t can be calculated using Equation (2).
Nc,t = Ic,t − Oc,t

(2)

The inflow, outflow, and net flow sequence of each cell Ic = { Ic,0, Ic,1, . . . , Ic,119 }, Oc = {Oc,0, Oc,1, . . . , Oc,119 },
and Nc = {Nc,0, Nc,1, . . . , Nc,119 } were calculated.
The sum of Ic,t and Oc,t per day is represented by S f (c):
119

S f (c) =

∑ ( Ic,t + Oc,t )

(3)

t =0

The in/out/net flow-sequence data in the database are shown as Table 1.
Table 1. In/out/net flow-sequence data.
row_id

col_id

Geom

Ic

Oc

Nc

Sf

5878
5886
···

53930
53963

010 · · · A4440
010 · · · E0010

···
···

···
···

{0, 0, −2, · · · , 20, 4, 0}
{−1, 1, −2, · · · , −64, −41, −15}

325
7304

Because of the continuity of the grid cells’ spatial distribution, most cells have few or no user-transaction
events. S f of the grid cells forms long-tailed distribution. It is not that meaningful to cluster those cells
and try to find typical travel-demand patterns from them. A hierarchical clustering strategy is applied
to detect potential clusters from the travel-demand sequence dataset. The travel-demand sequences are
first clustered based on the scale of cycle flow (i.e., S f (c)) using the Jenks natural-breaks [21] classification
method. With the 9769 samples, the seven detected classes are shown in Table 2. The distribution of the 919
grid cells with relatively large S f values (S f > 10,261, the 4/5/6/7th bins in Table 2) are shown in Figure 4
as a value-by-alpha map [22]. The following clustering methods were applied to the 919 sample subset.
Table 2. First-level cluster: Classes detected using natural breaks based on S f .
Break

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Bins (S f <)
No. of Cells

1976
6852

5651
1236

10,261
761

16,302
508

24,143
268

37,319
109

66,331
34
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Figure 4. Distributions of cells with large S f (S f > 10, 261).

3.3. Weighted DTW Distance (W-DTW)
The dynamic time-warping algorithm uses a dynamic programming approach to fit the time axis [1],
allowing the more intuitive calculation of distance [23]. Given two time series S and T,
S = ( s1 , s2 , . . . , s i , . . . , s n )
T = ( t1 , t2 , . . . , t j , . . . , t m )

(4)

The index of S and T can form an n-by-m grid, where each grid point (i, j) corresponds to an alignment
between elements si from sequence S, and t j from sequence T.
Warping path (Figure 5)
W = ( w1 , w2 , . . . , w k )
(5)
is a sequence where each wk corresponds to a grid point (i, j)k , such that the distance between S and T
calculated along warping path W is minimized. To calculate the cumulative distance between the two
series, the distance between two elements δ(i, j) should be defined. For one-dimensional time series,
where si and t j are scalars, δ(i, j) can be defined as
δ(i, j) = si − t j

(6)

For high-dimensional data in which si and t j are vectors, δ(i, j) can be defined as
δ(i, j) = si − t j
where the norm can be calculated as a Euclidean norm for simplicity.

(7)
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m
W

j

wk
w2
w1

0

n

i
Figure 5. Warping path.

Once the distance measure between the two elements δ(i, j) is defined, the dynamic time-warping
problem is defined as a minimization problem, and the target DTW distance can be calculated by
Equation (8).
p

DTW (S, T ) = min[ ∑ δ(wk )]
W

(8)

k =1

A dynamic programming approach was applied to find the optimized time-warping path W. Since the
time complexity of the brute-force method of searching and computing all possible warping paths is
explosive, and thus unacceptable, some restrictions of search space should be defined [1]:
1.
2.
3.

Continuity: For every pair of neighboring points (sik , t jk ) and (sik−1 , t jk−1 ), 0 ≤ |ik − ik−1 | ≤ 1,
and 0 ≤ | jk − jk−1 | ≤ 1, and
monotonicity: ik−1 ≤ ik and jk−1 ≤ jk , and
boundary conditions: The warping path W starts from (s1 , t1 ), and ends at (sn , tm ), i.e., i1 = 1, j1 = 1,
ik = n, jk = m.

DTW distance can effectively handle similar time series that are not well-aligned. Since the aim of
transportation-usage data analyzed in this study is to detect potential travel-demand patterns, to optimize
the operation of bike-sharing systems, the flow direction of rush hours and the balance of grid cells are
important, while absolute rush-hour indices can be ignored in some cases. If the net flow of a grid cell is
balanced throughout the day, it means that the operator does not need to deliver or dispatch bikes into
that grid cell.
Each pairwise distance δ(i, j) in the calculation of DTW distance is treated ‘as is’ by default, which
means the weight of each pairwise distance is 1.0. Adding weights to each of the pairwise distance
allows the distance measure to penalize or favor certain types of point to point correspondence [10].
In some time-series data-mining-related works, the idea of weighted DTW seems to be valid [24]. To make
peak values more significant, we modified the distance metric to add a weight for the pairwise distance.
Using the symmetric weight schema, we obtain Equation (9).
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w1 (i ) ← |(s1 [i ] − s1 [i − 1]) × 24|
w2 (i ) ← |(s2 [ j] − s2 [ j − 1]) × 24|

(9)

dist(i, j) ← (w1 (i ) + w2 ( j)) ks1 [i ] − s2 [ j]k
3.4. Density-Based Clustering for Large-Flow Grid Cells
Density-based cluster method DBSCAN and W-DTW distance are used to cluster bike flow sequences
of grid cells to detect typical travel-demand patterns. This study used net flow sequences Nc of the 919
grid cells with large S f as samples to be clustered. The Nc sequences are first normalized by Equation (10)
before the W-DTW distance matrix is calculated. With the W-DTW distance matrix, the DBSCAN clustering
method is deployed to find clusters in the 919 samples.
Nc = [

Nc,t
× 24]
Sf

(10)

The DBSCAN algorithm requires two parameters, (1) epsilon(e), which specifies the search radius
in finding neighbors of points, and (2) MinPts, which determines how many neighbors a point should
have to be considered as a core point. With the precomputed W-DTW distance matrix, we calculate the
distance to the nearest neighbors of each point. The result is shown in Figure 6a. The result indicates that
most points lie within 2.0 units from their nearest neighbors, so 2.0 is a reasonable guess for parameter e.
We then calculated the number of neighbors of each point within the radius of e, and the result is
shown in Figure 6b. The result indicates that many points (about 320 of 919) have too few neighbors and
may be classified as noise. Thus, 25 is a reasonable guess for parameter MinPts.
Since bike-sharing systems are effective complements to traditional public-transport services, a large
number of BSS users tend to use bicycles to solve “the last-mile problem”, but take rail transit systems as
their main means for commuting. Therefore, subway stations have a significant effect on the spatial
distribution of bike-trip generation and attraction. Many heavy-travel demands are generated by
commuters, who ride bicycles to go to a subway station from home in the morning, making bicycles
overstock around subway stations during the daytime until the evening rush hours.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Parameter settings for density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN).
(a) Distance of nearest neighbors; (b) number of neighbors with e = 2.
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4. Results and Discussion
Four clusters were detected in the 919 grid cells with a large S f . There were 255 grid cells classified
into the four clusters, while the others were regarded as noise because of implicit travel-demand sequence
features and/or algorithmic error. Examples of each cluster are shown in Figure 7, and the spatial
distribution of the clusters is shown in Figure 8.
Grid cells in Cluster 1 shown in Figure 7a had large inflow in the morning rush hour (7:00–9:00),
and massive outflow in the evening rush hour (17:00–20:00). This pattern usually exists near subway
stations in a city’s residential areas. Most commuters rent bikes to transfer to urban rail transit. The scales
of net flow during the morning and evening rush hours are similar, which means the sum of the net flow
sequence throughout the day is relatively small. Thus the number of bikes remains relatively stable over
a long period, without manual adjustment by the operator. However, since there are a large number of
bikes flowing in the area in the morning that stay used until the evening rush hour, it can be considered a
waste of resources. Contrary to the pattern in Cluster 1, demand patterns in Cluster 2, shown in Figure 7b,
have massive outflow in the morning and large inflow in the evening. This flow pattern usually happens
near business areas, as commuters use the shared bikes as a transition from subway systems to places of
work. Similar to the pattern in Cluster 1, the number of bikes over days is balanced.
Clusters 3 (shown in Figure 7c) and 4 (Figure 7d) indicated that there are two types of unbalanced grid
cells in which the sum of the net flow is relatively large, which means the number of bikes in these areas
increases over days if without dispatch. The operator has to monitor these areas and regularly remove
some bikes or encourage users to ride out from these areas by providing some incentives, such as ‘bonus
bikes’. However, the discriminability of unbalanced scenarios of the clustering algorithm is unstable.
Many unbalanced travel-demand patterns cannot effectively be classified during the time-series clustering
process. Additional parameters, such as net flow Nc , are needed in future work.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Cont.
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(d)

Figure 7. Clusters found: (a) Inflow in morning, outflow in evening, balanced throughout the day;
(b) outflow in morning, inflow in evening, balanced throughout the day; clusters found: (c) Positive net
flow in morning, not balanced; (d) outflow in morning, not balanced.

A previous study [18] classifies overdemand sequences of bike docks into several usage patterns,
manually based on spatiotemporal demand analysis. The method for clustering travel-demand patterns
proposed in this study can detect typical patterns automatically with time-series analysis techniques. We tried
to cluster the travel-demand sequences using an unsupervised algorithm but to manually understand the
cause of these travel-demand patterns. We plotted the inflows of specific cells in specific periods (as shown
in Figure 8, bikes were concentrated in Jiaomendong subway station in morning rush hour). This plot
can help to understand the source of bike accumulation, which is usually commuting-/transfer-travel
demands. Motivation mechanisms like ’bonus bikes’ can help reduce bike accumulation in some areas.
For example, if a user rides in the opposite direction of the massive bike flow in the morning/evening
rush hour, they can receive rewards after the ride. This method can encourage users to help redistribute
bikes. But neither travel-demand analysis nor the bonus-bike mechanism is good enough to lead to a perfect
bike-redistribution mechanism.
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Figure 8. Spatial distributions of clustering results.

5. Conclusions
This study proposed a data-mining model for understanding patterns and regularities of human
activities in urban areas from spatiotemporal datasets. Many data generated with smart devices by human
activities, such as public-transit smart-card data, bike-sharing-system order data, and social-network
check-in data, can be modeled as spatiotemporal points. The data-processing model developed in this
paper transfers spatiotemporal points into spatial and temporal discretized units, making time-series
analysis techniques and other aggregate data-mining methods available on the dataset. Analysis based on
discretized units was applied to help understand the data patterns.
This study transferred user-generated transaction data in a GPS-enabled bike-sharing system into
temporal flow sequences of discretized grid cells, which were regarded as travel demands. A time-series
analysis technique and weighted dynamic time warping and density-based clustering method DBSCAN
were used to detect typical travel-demand patterns from the travel-demand flow sequences. Four clusters
were found in 919 samples. The clustering algorithm is unsupervised and the process is automatic,
which is different from traditional travel-demand-pattern analysis methods by manual work. However,
the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the results are limited.
Most clustered travel-demand patterns have significant morning and evening rush hours. Origin and
destination (OD) data show that a large number of bikes concentrate to subway stations from the surrounding
areas in the morning/evening hours, and move in the opposite direction in the evening/morning rush
hours. This mechanism indicates that demands for transferring to urban rail transit are important sources
of bike-travel demands. This model also provided an approach to understanding the distribution of
jobs–housing areas of a city from transportation data.
However, the clustering procedure can be further optimized in future work. Other flow sequences,
such as inflow and outflow, can be imported to form high-dimensional dynamic time-warping computation
to extract multiple features for travel-demand-pattern clustering. Metadata, such as the distribution of
S f and the coefficient of variation, should be used to determine the parameters used in the clustering
algorithm. The discriminability of balanced and unbalanced bike-usage sequences in this algorithm is not
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stable. As for grid-based data modeling, natural blocks could be used instead of regular square grids to
more naturally explore OD.
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